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State releases Health Rer)ort
BY TONY CESARIO
News Editor

GOVERNOR MIKE LOWRY addresses the press as he releases
the "Washington State Public Health Report" on Sept. 14.

On Sept. 14, Washington State
Governor Mike Lowry, in conjunction with the state Board of Health,
released the "1 994 Washington State
Public Health Report." The report is
a comprehensive biannual document
prepared by the state Board of Health
containing data and surveys on health
issues in Washington State.
"Like a doctor taking the pulse of
a patient, the Washington State Public Health Report is an in-depth
check-up on the health of the people
of Washington," Lowry said. "The
report points out the things we're
doing well, and the things we should
be doing to improve the health of
everyone in the state."
One of the report's surveys ranks
how well the state is doing on health
issues in comparison to the entire
country. In the national survey,
Washington ranked above average
in ii of the 16 health and safety
categories, and is well above average in several other areas. Washington ranked sixth in the nation for
reducing the risk of heart disease. It
is also rated seventh in the country
for the lowest number of motor vehicle deaths. On the other hand,
Washington ranks 43rd for the prevalence of infectious diseases and is
currently 36th for high infant mortality levels.
"How the state of Washington,
with all the things we have going for
us, can rank 36th out of the 50 states

is purely unacceptable to everyone
in the state of Washington," Lowry
said. "We need to correct that, as
well as the other things thatthe 1994
report details."
Theresponsibility ofpreparing this
report lies with the state Board of
Health which was established under
Article XX of the State Constitution
in 1889. The ten member board consists ofthe secretary of the Washington State Department of Health and
nine members who are selected by
the governor.
The report's purpose is to outline
the state's health priorities for the
1995-1997 biennium and suggests
"action strategies" to reach those
priorities. M. Ward Hinds, M.D.,
M.P.H., vice-chair of the state Board
of Health, announced the Priority
Health Goals for 1995-1997:
• Reduce preventable infant morbidity and mortality.
• Reduce the incidence and preventable consequences of infectious
diseases.
• Control and reduce exposure to
hazards in the environment in which
we live, work and play.
• Reduce tobacco use and exposure to second hand smoke.
• Reduce the misuse of alcohol
and other drugs.
• Reduce the incidence of preventable injuries and violence.
• Assure access to populationbased and personal health services,
including preventative services, illness care and health education.
"The report clearly shows that in

I
order to improve the health and safety
conditions for everyone, we must
strongly emphasize the need for prevention, individual responsibility and
accountability," Hinds said.
The goals were developed after
examining the data and surveys that
comprise most of the report. According to Hinds, these goals do not
imply that no other health concerns
face the state; but that in light of the
limitedresources available, the goals
represent the most efficient ways to
use those resources.
The report lists several strategies
that will help the state reach these
health goals. In the case of reducing
the incidence of infectious diseases,
the Board of Health recommends the
sale and distribution of injection drug
equipment to help curb the high rate
of AID S/NV cases in Washington.
The Board also recommends launching a statewide media campaign to
promote prevention strategies known
to be effective in preventing HIV
disease transmission.
Lowry believes that these goals
will benefit from the state
legislature's passage of the 1993
Health Reform Act. The act will
solve the problem of access to health
servicesforpeople who are currently
not covered by any form of health
insurance.
"With the 1993 Health Reform
Act, which is now starting to move
into place, we [the Board of Health]
hope that this will be a major help in
answering these problems," Lowry
said.

Reception, entertainment begin'Year of the African American)
BY EUZABETH EVANS
Assistant News Editor
The Universi ty's Deanof Students
Office, Diversity Committee and
Black Student Union will begin the
"Yearof the African American" with
a kick-off reception at 6:30 tonight
in the Student Union Building. Plans
for the year-long sequence of events
under the theme "BLACK FIRE:
An African American Experience &
American Treasure" will berevealed
at tonight's ceremonies in the Ro-

tunda. Special guests and exhibits
will also be featured in offering possibilities to expand the perspectives
and curriculum of the University and
the community at large. The participants of tonight's reception will adjourn to the SUB lobby where there
will be entertainment by Michael
Powers, a jazz musician.
The "Year of the African American," through the involvement of
diverse representatives of the university and community, will present
monthly events to educate about the.

achievements and civil and sociological interests of the African
American. The events will feature
local, regional and national
newsmakers, discussion groups,
African American films, cultural
events and entertainment.
The events serve to provide a "forum for information, re-education
and clarification of myths and stereotypes," Henry E. Johnson, assistant dean of students, said. Johnson
has participated in the project's development.

Lawrence Davis, president of the
UPS Black Student Union (BSU),
described the project this year as
"the epitome of what UPS should
be." The BSU has been intimately
involved in planning the monthly
events that will feature themes such
as politics, cultural arts, religion and
history. Davis has enjoyed the opportunity to participate as a co-programmer of a project that has received a great deal of community
support.
"To have the backing of the entire

university is tremendous," said
Davis. The support shows recognition that "college is also about growing, learning, and maturing outside
of classes." Davis will give theopening remarks as the Master of Ceremonies in the rotunda tonight.
Betty Anderson, of the Seattle
Times, is the coordinator of the "Year
of the African American." She was
hired by the university but described
her involvement as "more a labor of
see YEAR page 3
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What do you think about the
University's cohabitation policy?
"What policy?"
—Offie North, freshman

"The University's cohabitation policy is riduculous
because there is no way to
enforce it."
—Anne-Marie Scollay,
sophomore

"If the roommate's away,
the couple should play."
—Piper Roelen, senior

Luty finds

eigler
ru i i ng Tau iiy, pians io appeal
BY STEVEN MACLEO!)
Staff Writer

ings while the appeal process continues.
There are two main points that the
university contests. The first is that
the situation was not handled according to policy. The second point
is the jury's disregard for the substance of the matter in favor of procedural technicalities.
In a general statement, Pierce said,
"The university responded to student complaints by bringing those

The University of Puget Sound is
appealing the jury ruling awarding
$1.5 million to former English Professor Harmon Ziegler (see Trail 9/
8/94). President Pierce explained the
university's position, and a few of
her own feelings, in an interview.
One concern over the ruling is
how the budget is affected by this
ruling.
"We havenot paid thefine,"Pierce
explained. "There is money dedicated to that, but it's a complicated
arrangement that's tied into insurance companies. There is no impact
on this university regarding budget."
Nothing is likely to be paid until
the appeal process is over in what
Pierce estimated to be at least two to
three years. Even then, the school
may win the appeal.
"The university looks at this as a
matter of principal. We feel that we
do, indeed, have a strong case for
appeal," Pierce said.
Pierce was distressed over the
jury's initial ruling, which she felt
was unjust, and the award Ziegler is
to receive.
"I think it's outrageous... outrageous. I would like to say more about
the matter, but I'm worried about
our strategy [in court]," she expressed.
Likewise, English Professor Peter
Greenfield, a witness, refused to
comment on the case, believing it
was not his place to express his feel-

"From my point of
view and the
university's point of
view, we continue to
believe we did the
right.thing, and we
would do it again."
President Pierce
complaints to the appropriate faculty committee which immediately
suspended [Ziegler] from the campus in conjunction with his being
served with a notice of the
university's intent to seek his dismissal through the processes provided by the faculty code."
"I believe that we followed the
faculty code to the letter," Pierce
concluded.
"From my point of view and the
university's point of view, we con-

tinue to believe we did the right
thing, and we would do it again.
When we have a situation where
students, according to all our investigations, are found to be at risk, we
act on it; but we also do it according
to our procedures, which provides
protection for people who are alleged to have done something
wrong.
As Pierce summarizes in her public address, "The University of Puget
Sound did not and will not tolerate
behavior that puts students or others
at risk."
President Pierce related the
university's dismay over the jury's
ruling to a slightly similar case at
Bennington University, where afaculty member accused of sexually
assaulting a student during a study
program was found guilty by a committee of faculty, staff and students.
The instructor was fired, but won
half a million dollars in court on the
premise that Bennington violated the
plantiff's contract. The jury was informed to not consider whether the
man was guilty of the charges.
"I think one of the difficulties is
that juries are not fully aware of
what happens oncollege campuses,"
Pierce claimed. "Bennington's attorney was quoted in The New York
Times saying, 'Juries arehaving a lot
of trouble doing the correct thing in
employment cases. Part of it is that
job security is becoming a huge issue for people. Part of it is that people
no longer trust authority or institutions."

The most important decision you could
make this year...
is how to tell your parents you're changing your
major to something you really enjoy..
l-

September 13-September 20, 1994
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September 16 10:35 a.m.
A student reported the theft of her backpack from a cubbie outside the
book store. The green "Jansport" backpack contained her wallet, several
books, and some personal items.

September 17 11:00p.m.
Tacoma Police contacted two different student parties at off campus
locations after receiving noise complaints from neighbors. Tacoma Police
can issue citations for city noise ordinance violations. Citation recipients
often must appear in court and could be required to pay a $500.00 fine.
University administrators work closely with Tacoma Police on these
complaints.

September 17 2:30 am.
Three students were the victims of an armed robbery at Taco Bell (2902
6th Avenue) while they waited in their vehicle at the drive through
window. The two suspects pointed handgunc at the students and
demanded their money. The students cooperated and there were no
injuries. The incident was reported to, and is being investigated by the
Tacoma Police.
•Please contact Security Services at extension 3311 to report suspicious
activity or crimes in progress. Lets all work together to keep our
campus safe. Crime prevention is everyone's responsibility. Remember
to be cautious when traveling off campus. Always be aware of your
surroundings and conscious of your personal safety.
Submitted and edited by Todd A. Badham, director of Security
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Classes for Advanced Degrees

Whitewater Kayaking
Begin Soon
UPS Student Special
The River Rat
410 Garfield Street
535-2855

$99

"My dad told me if! found a major I
really liked, with great potential for
climbing to the top, he'd pay for it!"

Ross Perot goes to the races
BY TONY CESARIO
News Editor
Ross Perot, the independent candidate who won much favor in the
last presidential election, visited
Seattle Sept. 17 to speak at a rally
sponsored by his activist group
"United We Stand America."
In an interview a few days before
the rally, Perot touched on issues he
felt were key in the minds of many
Americans.
Perot talked extensively about
politics and his views about the current two party system, stating that
the cuiTent system is the most beneficial system for America today.
He also stated he has no intention to
form an independent political party
"at this time."
"We [United We Stand America]
have a significant number of our
members who have lost confidence
in the two parties. They want to form
an independent party now," Perot
said. "But, we have a consensus at
this point that the responsible thing
for us to do is to make the two party
system work."
Perot said that it would take at
least five to ten years to get a significant number of Independent Party
members in the House and the Senate to be of any consequence. Perot
explained that if the current system
fails to be responsive to the needs of
the people, then he will not have any
option but to form a third major
political party.
"Through the history of our country, this has happened from time to
time when the two parties got out of
touch with the people. We have tried
to put them back in touch with the
people, and if they don't heed to that,
then we won't have an option," Perot
said.
Perot stated that he has no intention of running for president in the
1996 election, nor has he ever had
any interest in running for president.
"Our goal is to have the Democrats and the Republicans have two
world-class candidates that are so
good that our members just sit back,
grin and say 'Heads we win; tails we
wir'," Perot said. "But let's look at
the other side of the coin. Let's assume that they don't. Then I would
not initiate any effort to run ever.
YEAR from page 1
love than anything." Anderson has
been meeting withthe planning committee since the middle of August to
focus the goals of the many participants.
The origins of the idea of a yearlong theme began with former UPS
Dean David Dodson, Johnson said.
It was felt that subjects relating to
ethnic minorities were varied and
complex and needed "programming
with more focus through a deeper,
broaderexposure," saidJohnson. The
1993-94 school year began the programming with a focus on the Latino
American. However, this year marks
the first year-long program UPS has
developed. "It is a wonderful idea,"
Johnson said.
"It's a much more in-depth ap-

The only way that I would ever [run]
again is if our members insisted that
Idoit."
Perot declined to say if the "worldclass candidate" for the Democratic
side was President Bill Clinton.
"I don't like to get into rating
presidents and all that sort of stuff.
Leave it to the Democrats; they are
going to be pragmatic. They are not
going to put a horse to Kentucky

• . Democrats are not
going to put a horse to
Kentucky Derby (sic)
that can't win... If they
think they have a loser,
then they're going to
pick another horse.. ."
Derby (sic) that can't win. if they
think they have a winner, that's greaL
if they think they have a loser, then
they're going to pick anotherhorse,"
Perot said.
Perot did criticize President
Clinton's "habit" of buying votes to
pass initiatives. Perot claims "the
word on the street in Washington" is
that Clinton has traded the "willingness to invade Haiti for a block of
votes to pass the crime bill." While
speaking on the president's policy
toward Haiti, Perot stated that
Clinton's decision to invade Haiti
"makes no sense."
"It particularly makes no sense to
have him decide. It makes absolutely no sense not to have Congress make this decision. We have a
Commander-in-Chief who would
not risk his own life as a young
person who now has a sudden impulse to risk other peoples' lives
without getting Congress' approval," Perot said. "Any time you
put troops in danger, you need to
ask yourself why you're doing it.
The reasons he is giving now are
weak at best."
Perot also spoke on Clinton's attempts at health reform in the United
States, saying that the president's
attempts to revolutionize all aspects
of health care are misguided.
proach to the Black experience in
the United States," Johnson said. "It
is not trivialized to one month. I
would encourage all students to come
to the events."
The theme for the month of October will be "BLACK FIRE: Academics and Education." Bill Lyne,
of the English department, is to give
a lecture on African American literature on Thurs., Oct. 13 at 7p.m. in
the SUB Rotunda. With the title,
"Rotten to the Core: The Politics of
Black Literature," Lyne declares it
will be "a bum-the-house-downkind
of lecture."
"The Year of the African American" is "a good idea," Lyne said.
"But every year should be the year of
the African American, just like every month should be Black history
month."

"All of health care is not in trouble.
Overall we have the best health care
system in the world. We have some
parts that need to be fixed," Perot said.
According to Perot, the way to
implement health care reform effectively begins with forming a bipartisan commission of congressmen to
study the issues at hand and identify
those parts that need to be fixed. Then
the commission should explain why
those parts were selected and get a
consensus from the American people.
According to Perot, the commission
should then bring in experts on the
health care areas identified who would

City seeks to limit
housing options

present detailed plans on how to go
aboutreforming these areas. After this
is done, Perot stated, the commission
should do the "unthinkable in
America."
"Do pilot programs of the plans to
debug them and optimize them and
make them dramatically better. You'll
fmd out what your real costs are. Then
with all the facts on the table, the
American people can see these programs in action they'll know what
they cost. Then mass produce them
across the counuy with little orno risk
and with great benefits to the American people."

In a move to reduce parking congestion, noise and other public nuisances, Tacoma city planners are
proposing limiting the number of
unrelated individuals who could live
in a single-family residence.
Areas such as those around the
University are known to have a large
number of houses where as many as
five, unrelated people live.
Currently, the city has no such
ordinance or land use code.
There will be a public hearing
Oct., 3 at 4 p.m. in the Municipal
Building, 747 Market St., 6th floor.
—Compiled from the Tacoma
News Tribune

worthy substitute. John Wesley Hyatt came forward with Celluloid, the worlds first plastic. Hyatt had bought the patent
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We do your pictures, too.
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Qualex
color
.
film processing.

y

Enclose this coupon

and one roll of 110, disc or 35mm full frame
color pnnt film or single-use camera (C-4 1
process only) in a film developing order
envelope. One coupon per order. May not
he combined with any other offer.
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Please the Senses

l Flowers and

} Flower and Plant Pure-fumes®

plants provide exquisite aromas and the most beneficial

ingredients in Aveda hair, skin, body care and lifestyle products, available
at our salon. Feel how these extraordinary formulas enrich the mind and
spirit, awakening the senses. No artificial fragrances. No animal testing or
ingredients. Coexisting with nature.
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611 South Proctor, Tacoma WA
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ABBREVIATED CONTINENTAL AIRUNES TERMS AND CONDmONS:
Certihcates will arrive 2 to 3 weeks after the Card Certificates are valid for 12
months from date of issue and are non-transferable, All tickets are non-transferable and non-refundable. Seat availability is limited. Reservations must be
made and tickets charged to your Card account within 21 days of travel and
require a Saturday night stay. Certificates have a minimum and/or maximum stay requirement. Csmplete terms and conditions are enclosed with
certificates.
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from consumer reportu, for marketing and administrative purposes and to
share such information with each other.
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ADDm0NAI. CARDS: I have advised Additional Card applicant(s) that you
may obtain, verify, exchange and use informatiun about them in the same
manner as described above, that they may be responsible for payment af their
own charges if I fail to pay them, and that fheir ewn credit records may be
affected by non-payment of the account.
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I acknowledge that any benefit or service offered with the Card may be modifified or temiinated at any lime.
-

___________
--- -

ANt APPLICANT, IF MARRIED, MAY APPLY FOR A SEPARATE ACCOUNT.
-

NOTICE TO MARRIED WISCONSIN RESIDENTS: No provision of any marBy signing this application, I ask that a Cord account be opened in my name ital property agreement, unilateral statement, or court decree under
and Card(s) issued as I request, and that you renew and replace them until I Wisconsin's Marital Prsporty Act will adversely affect a creditor's interests
cancel. I agree to be bound by the agreement governing my account unless I unless, prior to the time the credit is granted, the creditor is furnished a copy
cancel my account. I agree to be liable for all charges to my account, inclad- of that agreement or decree, or is given complete information about the
log charges incurred with any Additiunal Card (a) issued on my account now agreement or decree.

I

I understand that I mast provide all the information requested in this applicalion andl certify that such information is accarate. I authorize you to verity the
information on this application and to receive and enchange information about
me, including requeating reports from conoumer reporting agencies.
If I ask whether or not a credit report was reqseoted, you will tell me and if
you received a report, you will give me the name and address of the agency
that famished it. If my application is appraned, I authorize you and your affiliates and subsidiaries to contact these sources for information at anytime, to
use information aboat me, including information from this application and 0 1994 Amedcan Espreos Travel Related Sernices Company, Inc.
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FOLD INTO THIRDS. MOISTEN, SEAL AND MAIL.

LIFE'S AN ADVENTURE.
RIDE IT OUT Wim THE AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD.
p

-
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Life's full of twists and turns. Some great, some
not so great.
But with the American Express Card, we can
help you get more out of the good times, and help
you through the more challenging times.

A point of great interest:
no interest charges.
With the Card, you pay your bill in full each month. So you
won't be saddled with automatic interest charges. It's a great
way to start building a solid credit history.
When you use the Card, your purchases are approved based
on your ability to pay as demonstrated by your past spending and
payment patterns, as well as your personal resources. And, unlike
credit cards, there's no pie-set spending limit.

For starters, you'll have ready access to an exclusive
collection of benefits and services you won't find any-

vhere else. Like savings on many of the things you like
to do. Fly. Talk long distance. Shop. Dine out. And much,
much more. You'll be more in control of your finances, too.
Because you pay your bill in full each month. So you start each
month with a clean slate. And if you lose the Card or have a question about your bill, you can call on us, 24 hours a day, 365 days a
year, for help whenever you need it.
Granted, it's a lot to expect from any card. But then, we're not
talking about just any card.

New, bigger airline discounts
for you and a friend.

—

Your questions won't go
unanswered.

February 12— April 30 and between June 15 August 25,1995.
Because you pay just $239 for roundtnp Coach class travel between

It's 2 am, you're still up, and you remember a question about
your bill. As a Cardmember, you don't have to wait for your answer.
Just call our toll-free customer service line 24 hours a day, 365
days a year.

Florida and other destinations on the east side of the Mississippi $299
between Florida and destinations on the west side of the Mississippi.
Planning an overseas trip? You'll get an additional Travel Certificate that can take some of the sting out of those higher-priced

Forget about carrying the American Express Card someday.
Why not get it today? By becoming a Cardmember now, you'll get
great travel savings you can share with friends, have more control
over your spending, enjoy retail savings that help stretch your
-.' budget and personal service when you need it--all for just

9.

What good are discounts you don't use? Our Value
Certificates help you save on many of the things you want, from
the names you know--like J. Crew, Software Etc. and the
Princeton Review. And these aren't one-time-only offers. You'll
get new offers every year you renew your Cardmembership while
you're in school. And even after you graduate and start
your career.
Then, as your life changes, your Cardmembership benefits do too. You'll be offered benefits that fit your life-throughout your life.

$55 a year.
And getting the Card now is probably easier than it will
ever be--because we re relaxing the usual requirements just for
students like you. So apply right now. And get ready for the
ride of your life.
r

To be elgible, you must app y for the Card by Ju'y 31, 1995. For domestic travel, rervafc*is
must be made and tckets charged to your Card account within 21 days of travel,
maximum stay isl4 days and must include a Saturday night. For international travel,
reservations must be made and tickets purchased at least 7 days pror to travel or
as requred by the fa'e p.rchased, whichever is earlier. A minimum 8 day stay is
required and must include a Saturday night. Seats at these fares are liroted.
Amer can Express makes these certificates evalable solely as e service to its
Cardmembers and incurs no liability in connection with their use or non-use.
Continental is direct y responsible for the fulfillment of this offer and the delivery
of travel services Your Travel Savings Certificates, along with comp Ste terms
and conditions, will be sent to you upon credit approval.
*A credit of up to $3.70 for long distance phone charges will appear on each billing
statement for 12 months affer enrollment. $3.70 is equal to the charge for a domestic
30-minute night/weekend MCI Card Compatibility call and appropriate surcharge. Call
from any phone, using the American Express Card as your call ng card. You must enroll
by July 31, 1995. MCI isa registered service mark of MCI Telecommunications Corporation.
***The Purchase Protecton Plan is underwritten by AMEX Assurance, Administrative Office,
San Rafael, CA. Maximum coverage is $50,000 per Cardmember. Theff from automobiles and
loss are not covered Coverage is subject to the terms, conditions and exclusions of Policy
AX0951.
tComprises Travel Service locations of American Express Travel Related Services Company.
Inc., its affiliates and Representatives worldwide.
ttCheck cashing is subtect to program limits, cash availability and local regu ations.
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APPLY NOW
MEMBERSHIP APPUCATION FOR STUDENTS
PLEASE TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF

0

OPTIONAL

PLEASE SHOW US HOW YOU WOULD L KE YOUR NAME TO APPEAR ON THE CARD.

=I

1

0I

MRS.

El

MS

FULL NAME MUST NOT EXCEED 20 SPACES. SPELL EAST NAME COMPLETELY

Mo

The Card.
Why sooner is better than later.

,

:
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Our worldwide network of over 1,700 Travel Service Iocationst
in over 100 countries--is there to help Cardmembers like you.To
rearrange your travel plans, cash personal checkstt and, in many
locations, even pick up your letters. And if you need a referral to a
local doctor or lawyer on your travels, or to get an urgent message
home to your family, just call our Global Assist Hotline, It's available 24 hours a day, toll-free, from anywhere in the world.

of the Mississippi. Or $239 roundtrip when you fly across the
Mississippi.
You'll also save with a special Florida Certificate valid between

Save at places you actually go to, on things
you actually use.

-

Find help no matter where you find yourself.

You'll get five (count 'em, five) Travel Savings Certificates
Three Certificates (each valid for you and a friend) for roundtrip
Coach class tickets anywhere Continental or Continental Express
flies within the 48 contiguous United States (except Florida between February 12 - April 30 and between June 15 - August 25,
1995). And allyou'll pay is $159 roundtrip fortravel on your side

You'll also get up to 30 minutes of free long
distance calling on MCI every month for a year-without having to change long distance companies.
So you can spend more time talking to the people
you care about--and save up to $44 a year.**
Just enroll for these savings when you apply for
the Card. Then use the Card as your calling card. Your
calls will appear on your monthly Card statement, so they can't
get mixed up with your roommates' calls.

3 -1 I'a

Let's face it, a new computer or CD player can be a major
investment for you. But when you buy it with the Card, you help
make it a safer one. Because The Purchase Protection$M Plan
covers most items purchased with the Card against theft and
accidental damage, for up to 90 days from date of purchase, up
to $1,000 per occurrence. The coverage is in excess of other
applicable insurance.*** Just call 1-800-322-1277 for details.

than before.

Spend less, talk more
when you call long distance.

C

Get a little extra protection for most of the
things you buy.

As a Cardmember, you'll not only save when you fly
Continental Airlines, you can bring along a friend for the same low
price. And this year, our travel savings are even bigger and better

fares. It's valid for $50 off an international roundtrip
Coach class fare of $400 or more; $75 off an international roundtnp Coach class fare of $600 or more.
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22 THURSDAY
•SEX. Jay Friedman enlightens UPS
with his lecture 'Sex Matters," a '90s
must. 8:00 p.m., Kilworth Chapel.
Free with Student I.D. General admission $2.00.
•Borders Books & Music staff reads

childrens stories-enj oy able for
adults too. Begins at 10:30 p.m.
2508 South 38th St., 473-9111.

•Acoustic guftarist Michael Hedges

•Northwest Chamber Orchestra be-

performs at Backstage in Seattle.
Music begins at 8:00 p.m. Tickets
$ 19.50, available through
Ticketmaster. Phone 272-6817.

gins its Main Stage Concert Series:
"Concert I." Music begins at 2:30
p.m. & 8:00 p.m. Kane Hall--University of Washington. Tickets
$13.00-$19.50. Phone 343-0445.

•Award winning musical Cra2y For
You is performing in Seattle this
month (Sept. 14 Oct. 2). Tickets •SEPTEMBERFEST. A fundraiser at
$22-$48. Phone Ticketmaster 272- The Meadow in Gig Harbor,will fea68 17.
ture Bob Wickline's Down Home
Family Concert, the Hooters, Clas•Pac Rim Wildlife Art Show features sic Sound, Gig Harbor High School
exhibit "Great Cats of the World" Meistersingers and Penninsula High
plus artwork by Al Agnew, Ed School's Razzmatazz. 12:00 noon
Tussey, Phillip Crowe & Charles 4:00 p.m. $5/$10. 851-7529.
Frace. Open through Sunday. $5.00.
Friday times: 1-lOp.m. Saturday: 10
a.m.-lOp.in. Sunday: 10a.m.-5p.m.
Phone 596-6728.
-

•Lew Williams on the Wurlitzer Pipe
Organ at the delicious Pizza &Pipes.
Music begins at 11:00 a.m. $10 at
the door.

2 &ONDAY
•Kittredge Gallery feature artist
Patricia Bellan Giilan will present a
lecture on her creations at 7:00p.m.
in the Gallery. FREE. Viewing times
open Monday through Friday, 10:00
a.m. to 4:00p.m., and Sunday, 1:00
p.m. to 4:00p.m.

•The annual SPANK concert will feature bands "The Undecided" (special fmal appearance), "Sayra Runs
The Weasel" & "Bobby's Gone
fihing" UPS Great Hall. 7:00 p.m.
$1.00. Phone info, center.

2 5SUNDAY

2 4 SATUIWAY
•Seattle Symphony and Gerard

•The Rialto Aim Guild features The
Best of The International Tournee of

Aninw.tion, a hilarious, unusual collection of short-animation films.
Titles include "The Killing of an
Egg," "Tin Toy" and "Big House
Blues with Ren & Stimpy." Times:
5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.
Also showing on Saturday & Sunday. $5.00. Phone 591-5894.
•Kiss Me Kate, a clever comedy about

tension between the sexes, opens at
Tacoma Little Theatre this evening.
Curtain opens at 8:00p.m. $9.00 for
seniors & under 18 yrs./$10 otherwise. Phone 272-2481.

d

,hr

Schwarz perform works by the German masters: Mozart, Brahms and
Strauss. Presented by the Tacoma
Philharmonic. Also includedis apreconcert lecture, beginning at 7:00
p.m. Music begins at 8:00 p.m.
Pantages Theater. Tickets vary from
$ 14-31, $6 for students. Phone 2720809.
•Explore wetlands while learning to
revegetate streams. Join Thurston
ConservationDistrict's Dobbs Creek
Model Farm for various activities held
throughout the day. Picnic area available. 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 5444
Puget Rd. NE, Olympia. FREE.
Phone 754-3588.

•Tacoma Little Theatre sponsors an
evening of storytelling (for grownups). Door prizes& desserts. $12.50
advance purchase, $15.00 at the door.
Stories begin at 7:00 p.m. Phone
572-7144.

mation (see Friday entry). Special
Matinee 3:30 p.m. Other times5:30,7:30 & 9:30. Phone 591-5894.
-

•Tacoma Magic Club has its monthly
meeting taking place at South End
Neighborhood Center (7802 S. L
St.). Learning and performing the
world of magic. All interested persons welcome. 1 :30-4:00p.m. Phone
759-0962.

..

BEAUIY
Ti c kets Valid

engage in various readings. Tacoma
Public Library, Main branch, downtown. 7:00 p.m. FREE.

2 7TUSDAY

EAT DRINK
Not Rated
MAN
Al
W2MAN

fir One Movie Only

Pretiaration from

._..!LIi

featuring...

•Experience Marine Mammals in
Puget Sound through a fascinating
sound and slide show. Marine biologist and educator Stephanie
Hawks will discuss resident orcas,
seals, sea lions and more. Presentation will include a polution activity
and a conservation discussion.
Sponsered by King County Parks
Division. 7:00-9:00 p.m. FREE.
Phone 296-4171.

wich Company. Guitars, voice, pi-

2 9THURSDAY

ano and whistles. Sound begins at
8:00 p.m. $2.00. Phone 863-6617.
(5 1st & Pearl Street).

spunky, low budget black & white
film, Go Fish, an honest depiction of

•Acoustic music at the Antique Sand-

Donald Fels: Trading Stories, an installation about commodities trade.
An interesting exhibition incorporating paper, photographs, written
text and sound to describe aspects of
Malaysian culture. Tuesdays FREE.
Hours 10:00 a.m. 5:00p.m. 1123
Pacific Avenue. Phone 272-4258.
-

•Richard Marx performs soft rock

romance at the Puyallup Fair. Tickets $24-$27. Phone Ticketmaster
272-6817.

FOR

Nightly 6:30
Nightly 8:30
Adults $3.00
Seniors & Students
Matinees
Matinees
$2.00
Sa4 Sun & Weds 2:00
Sat Sun & Weds 4:00

BLACK

•Puget Sound Poetry Connection will

•Tacom.a Art Museum Features
•Rialto Theatre showing The Best of
The International Tournee of Ani-

•Blues Music Series w/Blenis-ElyMurphy band will begin at the Victory Club in Tacoma. Music begins
at 8:00 p.m. Cover charge varies.
Phone 272-8085.

-

-

2 31R] DAY

2 8WEDNESDAY

SALE:

Rossignol Stratos
1 90s. Salomon 647
bindings. Salomon
womens' boots,
size 8-8 1/2.
Skis & boots, $175.
CaD 761-9262.

• 32 hours of in-class teaching
• fully proctored exam
• additional help sessions
• experienced instruction
• free application advising
• Price $395
Call now for more information

•The Rialto Theater opens the
lesbian life in Chicago. Produced
and directed by Rose Troche and
Guinevere Turner. Award winner at
the 1993 Sundance Film Festival.
Times: 5:30,7:30 on Thursday. Later
showings on Fri. & Sat. $5.00. Phone
591-5894.
•Seatfle club, The Backstage, features the wild and crazy JML
songwriter showcase. Orville
Johnson, Christy McWilson, Kaz
Murphy and more. 9:00 p.m. at the
Tractor Tavern (5213 Ballard Avenue NW). $4.00. Phone 789-4250.

Enthusiastic,energetic,
and service minded
bussers, servers,
greeters and kitchen
employees wanted
now at the Old Spaghetti Factory. Apply
noon to 4pm at 1735
Jefferson (downtown.)

FUNDRAISING
Choose from 3 different
fundraisers lasting either
3 or 7 days. No Invest-

--

on the LSAT, GRE or GMAT

ment. Earn $$$ for your

group pius personal cash
Next GRE Class begins October 17
Next GMAT Class begins November 22
Next LSAT Classes begin October 1.4,5,6

Make up to $2,00044,000+ per month teaching
basic conversational English abroad. Japan,
Taiwan, and S. Korea. Many employers
provide room & board + other benefits. No
teaching background or Asian languages
requiredi For more intormation call:

(206) 632-1146 ext. J60891

bonuses for yourself.

Call 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65
1 -800-BUCK-L-UP

UiIFORMA1101
ESEARCH
Largest Libraiy of information in U.S.
-

Fisheries. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+
per month. Room and Board!
Transportation! Male or Female. No
experience necessary. For more

information call:
(206) 545-4155 ext A60891

all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD

800-351 -0222

or (310) 477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information
11322ldaho Ave., #206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025
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Bela and the Flecktones f use rock
and jazz with free improvisation
BYJAKE NADAL
StaffWriter
When I heard that Bela Fleck was
coming to town, the first thing I did
was to tell everyone I knew just how
cool they are. The next thing was to
sit down and explain just what they
are.
The Flecktones are possibly the
least likely group of musicians ever
assembled, yet the music that
emerges from their instruments is a
fabulous fusion ofrock, jazz, and the
occasional children's song. Bela
Fleck, the headman and driving artistic mind behind the ensemble, is a
thoroughly nondescript fellow who
plays banjo and what he himself
describes as his "new weird guitar."
Victor Lamont Wooteti plays bass
and his brother, Future Man plays
the SynFax Drumatar.
Before anything else is said I feel
it is important to explam the previ
ous paragraph. First off, what is a
SynFax Drumatar? The instrument
in question is a set of switches and
touchpads whichendup (aftershooting little electrical pulses through
lots ofexcitingly flashing amplifiers
et al.) producing an incredible vanety ofpercussion sounds. If you're
still in a quandaiy, I suggest that you
imagine one of those shooting star
shaped electric guitars running right
into an electric drum set and then

being dipped in a couple shades of
phosphorescent paint and finally
being put in the hands of the only
man to combine rastafarian and buccaneer into a fashion movement.
The other thing I want to discuss is
my rather loose use of the word
"play." These men operate in a
completely different musical world.
Their banjos and basses move freely
across the realms of bluegrass, jazz,
rock, and "art music." Techniques
from slapping and tapping to picking and drumming are combined to
create seemingly endless varieties
ofmusical texture. Todescribe these
men as goodplayers would be something like calling Aristotle merely
clever.
The concert as a whole was phenomenal. The opening act, Ex
Tempo was an a cappella quintet
from Salt Lake City. I found myself
reallycaughtupmtheirperformance
The music ranged from original
works by several members of the
group to very good arrangements of
works by other artists. Notable
among these were the opening number, "The Boxer," by Paul Simon,
and "Girl from Ipanema." The five
have a lively stage presence and a
real sense of musicality. Another
wonderful aspect of their performance was their freedom as improvisers; the group's name in fact
comes from the word extemporane-

ous which, of course, means improvised.
Following the intermission, the
Flecktones themselves came out.
After several fabulously executed
variations on an Irish folk tune (from
the album Three Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest), a wonderful rendiLion of Chick Corea's "Spain," Vic
Wooten was left alone on stage. What
followed was certainly justification
for his position at the top of Bass
Playermagazines Best Bassistpolls;
it was also one of the most extraordinarydisplaysofmusicianshiplhave
ever witnessed. Wooten's solo coyeredevery range of expression, from
nearsilent, subtle andtender tocheerful, grinning comedy as variations
wereimprovisedonsongsfromRevcille to the Peer Gynt suite. The
crowd rose to their feet in applause
and sat around blithenng in amaze
ment for hours afterward
WhatfollowedWooten svirtuoso
performance was something of a
comic and improvisational free-forall. Duets would spontaneously
emerge and wars would erupt as
Bela and Vic quoted songs at one
another. Eventually the entire trio
embarkedonadrumjamusing Vic's
bass and Bela's banjo. The show
ended softly, winding down from
the time when Bela disconnected
himselffrom the stacks ofmonitors,
stereo effects processors and ampli-
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PLAYING THE SYNFAX DRUMATAR, Future Man brother of
Bassist Victor Wooten, is one of Bela's Flecktones.

fiers to play a Banjo song, seated on
the edge of the stage. His fellows
rejoinedhim, Victornow withacello
and Future Man wielding a few
boxes, unstrung banjos, and drum
brush to play a few last quiet songs.
We all fmally screamed andbeat our
forepaws together enough that they
playedwhatmusthavebeenthemost

progressive bluegrass numbers ever
as an encore.
Forallyouunfortunateswhomissed
this, there is hope. Bela Fleck and the
Flecktones have recorded numerous
albums with Warner Bros. and a new
release is slated for March '95. These
men are truly fabulous performers;
don't let yourselfmiss them.

Red House Painters:
brooding, musical ectasy
BY TODD STA1KWEATHER
Contributing Editor
One couldn't even tell it was him.
Dressed in simple attire and with his
long hair flowing over his shoulders,
he looked like just another patron at
Moe's Cafe Friday. He could have
been a roadie, but he didn't give off
theauraofbeinginvolvedintheglamourofthemusicscene. Thenhepicked
up his acoustic guitar, and without
announcement began playing "New
Jersey." This "He" was Mark
Kozelack, singer, songwriter and lyricist for the Red House Painters.
Most people probably haven't
heard of the Red House Painters.
They don't have videos and they
don't get radio air time. They only
perform live at small clubs and bars.
The Red House Painters did not
simply play a show last Friday night
at Moe's, they provided the crowd
with a musical lesson. This is what
music should be. No frills, no shock
value, no gimmicks or tricks, just
exquisite song writing topped with
poetic and emotional lyrics. It's a
damn shame more music like this
isn't made and that more often than
not the public gets fed (and enjoys)
meaningless drivel.
Opening for the Red House Painters was a local band, Diamond Fist
Wemy. This trio consisted ofa singer/
guitarist, adrummer and abass clannet player who sometimes doubled
as an alto sax player. Even though I
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had low expectations of Diamond
Fist Wemy before the show, they
immediately changedmymind. They
used a fabulous array of musical
influences, most predominantly
Asian and Middle Eastern, in creating a hypnotic aura.
Diamond Fist Wemyused the bass
clarinet and alto sax to texture their
music, which, underneath the lush
atmosphere, consisted of catchy
melodies and guitar hooks. They
could have very easily fallen into the
realm of the catch-all genre "pop,"
but they used their schizophrenic
musical styles (I could hear smatterings of everything from Dead Can
Dance to Peter Murphy to the
Spinnanes) to carve out an undiscovered niche for themselves.
But however well Diamond Fist
Wemy might have played, there can
be no comparisons to the Red House
Painters. Few musical artists exist
whichposses the talent andgenius to
be mentioned in the same breath as
the Red House Painters.
Although their music can easily
be construed as soft and mellow, a
tormented emotional stream rages
under everything they do. They possess akind ofa concealed fuiy that is
expressed in contemplative thought
rather than raging anger. Kozelack
will hunch over his microphone and
sing ofpainas thedrums and guitars
grow more frantic by the second.
see RED HOUSE page 7

It's Greek to Me
1703 6th Avenue
272-1375

BY LEIGH-ANN SANTIALLENES
Restaurant Reviewer

CV%/riter's Corner

9(atherine S4nne Torter
Katherine Anne Porter, famous for her witty conversation, was a selfmade author and intellectual with an erratic life. She was born in 1890 in
Texas and started in the work force as a writer at a Colorado newspaper
during World War I. She caught an extreme strain of the flu which took her
through a near-death experience that led to her work Pale Horse, Pale Rider.
Porter was married four times in her life, spent time in a sanitarium, was
in Mexico during the Mexican revolution and spent the '30s in Berlin, Paris
and New York. It was the steamer trip to Berlin in 1931 that provided Porter
with basis of Ship of Fools. Though she never went to college, Porter was
the writer in residence at Stanford in 1949, the University of Michigan in
1953, at Liege (Belgium) in 1954 and the University of Virginia in
Charlottesville in 1958.
Porter's body of work includes several novels and a great deal of literaiy
criticism. Porter's writing is characterized by a tight form in which the
author's voice is absent.
Porter died in 1980 in Maryland.
—Sara Freeman

Katherine Anne Porter on
Gertrude Stein:
"...She and her brother drifted
apart, but gradually, like one of
Miss Stein's paragraphs. The separation became so complete that
once, on meeting her brother unexpectedly, she was so taken by surprise she bowed to him, and afterward wrote a long poem about it in
which her total confusion of mind
and feeling were expressed with
total incoherence: for once, form,
matter and style stuttering and stammering and wallowing along together with the agitated harmony of
rolling entrails."
The Wooden Umbrella

Killing Zoe
Roger Avary
Krzysztof Kieslowski

White
BYJENNIFERWONG
Contiibuting Editor

Eccentricity abounds in the cinema
this week, some enjoyable, some not.
•First, I'd like to promote the second film in Krzysztof Kieslowski's
Three Colors trilogy: White. Slowly
paced, unpredictable, and beautifully
filmed, it is a truly original love story.
The film begins in a Paris courthouse,
where a French hairdresser (Julie
Delpy) divorces her Polish husband
because he is impotent. Shattered, the
husband returns to Warsaw and
hatches aplanto winherback. Iwon't
give away any more of the plot than
that because everyone should see this
movie and be astonished by how oreative, and yet believable, a film can
be. Kieslowski acknowledges the bitterness in life, especially among the
troubles of post-Cold WarPoland, yet
maintains optimism throughout. I believe the color white is supposed to
symbolize equality (the first film,
Blue, withJulietteBinoche, was about
liberty), but Kieslowski does not force
the abstraction; he relies upon the
stoly to deliver his message. And the
story is indeed an extraordinary one.
•Is it an allegory for the downfall of
Christianity? A statement on violence,
drugs, and the return to innocence? Or
just a self-indulgent glorification of
the drug-underworld mentality?
Whichever it is, Killing Zoe, which
opened in Seattle this weekend, is
fascinating. Roger Avary directs an
international cast in a plot that can be
summarized as "bank robbery in
Paris." At the center are the French
Zoe and Eric (Julie Delpy again and

Princess Caraboo
Michael Austin

You never really realize just what
wonderful little treasures that the
town you live in has to offer. One of
these treasures is the Greek restaurant/fast-food joint located at 1703
Sixth Avenue in Tacoma. It's Greek
To Me is a delight to those of us who
want to vary our menus, expand our
cultural horizons and keep our wallets in check. The building is on a
little fork in the road and could easily be missed if you don't keep a
sharp eye out for it. The shape is eyecatching; it is the shape of a diminutive Greek
temple (probably dedicated
the God of good
food.)
The internal
decoration of
this "Temple of
Food" helps enjoyment of your
meal. There are
umbrellaed
tables outside to dine at and only
seven two-person tables inside. The
front of the building is entirely of
windows and doors and really opens
up the dining area. Whatever walls
are left amongst all these windows
are of shining white tile and sport
pictures of pure temples and buildings, azure oceans and exotic greenery. These must be there to help your
senses further escape Tacoma. The
rest of the place is made up of a huge
kitchen area. The strong spicy smells
emanating from the steel stoves and
ovens are almost too much to resist.
Over the speakers there is joyous
Greek folk music. Oh, the ambiance
is great.
Now, you may think, "a gyro is a
gyrois a gyro." This particular theory
will crumble when you taste the gyros from It's Greek to Me. I had the
GYROS SANDWICH ($3.50) and
the side order of Rice Pilaf ($.95).
The gyros exact menu description is,
"A large portion of mixed beef and
lamb. Served with lettuce, onions,
tomatoes, and tzatziki sauce on pita
bread." Now, I'm not a big lamb
eater, but I forged ahead and tried it.

The combination of the beef and
lamb was heavenly, plus the tarragon, thyme and rosemary gave it that
swarthy, earthy taste that is simply
indescribable. The lettuce is Romaine, the tomatoes are fresh, and
the onions are the sweetest ones that
I have ever had. This pita bread,
about the size of a flour tortilla,
though double the thickness, held
everything beautifully wrapped like
a burrito.
Even if this meal had come straight
from the gods itself, it couldn't have
been any better. The kitchen was
right behind me, but even if it had
not been, I would have been able to
taste the time and
care spent on the
food.
if you've ever
had a fake gyro
and you've tasted
Greek's gyros,
you will bless the
day you found It's
Greek to Me. Caution: this really is
a fast food place,
the meals are presented as such. My
gyro came wrapped in tinfoil in a
paper plate/box thing and my rice
pilaf came in a SUB-type paper soup
bowl. But first appearances do indeed deceivebecause this tastes nothing like fast food.
It's Greek to Me does not only
offer lamb and beef gyros, it also
serves chicken gyros, cream cheese
gyros, as well as falafel, burgers,
salads, appetizers, seafood and complete dinners like dolmades (grape
leaves stuffed with sirloin), mousaka
(eggplant and sirloin) and spanakopita
(spinach and cheese pie). They also
make their own desserts such as baklava and chocolate baklava.
For the quality they offer, the
prices of It's Greek to Me are very
reasonable. The only items on the
menu over four dollars are the seafood dishes. Occasionally there's a
special offer such as a gyro, fries,
and a soda for $4.86. If you're on
your way down town or just want
some great food while you're off
campus, It's Greek to Me will soon
become your oasis in a desert of
crummy fast food.

Even if this meal had
come straight from
the gods itself, it
couldn't have been
any better.

Jean-Hugues Anglade) and Ameri- as it did me. The sad thing about this
can Zed (Eric Stolz). Zed, Eric, and a film is that it could have been excellittle band of comatose heroin addicts lent. The story line is wonderful, esdecide to rob a bank, for the obvious pecially for the dreamers in the crowd,
reasons. Zoe is a prostitute whom Zed but it is so badly executed that the
meets the night before the robbery, audience spends most of its timecringand who turns out to be an employee ing. Princess Caraboo is supposedly
at the bank (surprise). The movie is based upon a true story, and it is
mainly psychological; however, spe- probably for this reason that the film
cifically, Avary examines the psy- issetin 1817. But theflim isavictim
chology behind violence and its con- of all the usual difficulties in making
nection, if any, with drugs. "This is a period film attractive to today's
the real Paris,"says Eric asheandZed audiences: it is both cheesy and not
stumble from nightclub to nightclub credible. The plot: a foreigner (Phoebe
under a variety of intoxicating influ- Cates) claiming to be a princess (but
ences; Zed responds: "If this is Paris, speaking no English) shows up in a
then I really like it." But is it the real rural English town. A wealthy couple
Paris? Has humanity really sunk to (Broadbent, Wendy Hughes) take her
such a dreary, mundane, andmindless in. But a local journalist (Stephen
level? In the beginning of the film, Rea) does not believeher story, though
Eric is a charismatic leader, attractive (surprise) he is in love with her. Is she
for his near-insanity (which becomes a princess or isn't she? Actually, the
all the more interesting when we find answer isn't all that obvious. If you
RED HOUSE from page 6
out that he has a master's degree in like fairy tales and can deal with sapAfrican studies). As things start going piness and fake accents, the movie Then instantly everything, the words
wrong in the robbery, Eric becomes isn't all that bad. Our post-film dis- and music, soften and become reincreasinglymanic; his downfall, and cussion pretty much sums it up:
flective. This musical see-saw, which
Zed's reaction to it, form the psychoMe: I hated the first part, but the
always seems to teeter perilously
last part was okay.
logical center of the film. Surprisclose to the edge of collapse, paralingly, Avary manages to end his deKatie: Really? I hated the last part,
lels Kozelack's lyrics. In them, he
piction of a bleak reality optimisti- but didn't mind the first part.
appears near collapse.
cally. A warning: even those who
Eric: I hated the whole thing.
The real beauty in seeing Kozelack
have built a tolerance to Quentin
Note: If you're a Kevin Kline fan, perform live, though, was seeinghim
Tarantino-esque violence (Tarantino he is very funny playing a suspicious as more than his lyrics. He appeared
was an executive producerof the film) Greek butler.
as completely normal human being,
might be shocked; Avary has done his
•A lament: I've seen quite a few and not some depressed corpse. But
best to make the violence as graphic Coke and McDonald's commercials it is obvious that he has been that
and believable as possible.
before movies recently. Why, why, depressed corpse in the past.
•Andnow foramovie you shouldn't why? The movie theaterused tobe the
After Kozelack opened with his
see. Don't let the cast list (Jim one place you could avoid advertis- acoustical solo, the rest of the band
Broadbent, Stephen Rea, Phoebe ing. Will we soon be seeing laundry joined him. They played songs off of
Cates, KevinKlineandJohnLithgow) detergent and breakfast cereal ads all their albums for the crowd of apfool you into seeing PrincessCaraboo, before movies like Schindler's List?
proximately 150. Although no song

proved to be a disappointment, eiramemorable ones included "Medicine
Bottle," "Katy's Song" and "Uncle
Joe,"whereKozelack's voice sounded
exceedingly powerful.
The closing tune "Mother," epitomizes the Red House Painters. It
began timidly, slowly building up as
it progressed over its ten-plus minute
length. As it neared its end it grew
wild and furious, almost out of control. Andjust before it ended, it let all
the anger and fury out in one giant
catharsis and pulled itself back into
emotional stability.
As I left Moe's I felt somewhat
glad that few bands like the Red
House Painters exist. I can appreciate them all the more.
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Borders is no borderline bookstore
BY JAY BANKS
Staff Writer

ably equipped and well-lit, is too
precisely "designed" to make one
totally comfortable while tucked
I've just returned from Borders away in a corner checking out the
Books and Music on 38th and Steele. latest bestseller. But as of right now,
My head is spinning, my neck is there isn't a bookstore within thirty
strained and my chest feels a dull miles which matches Borders for the
thudding pain. I still feel fatigued, eclectic nature and quantity of its
I'm in debt again (Borders accepts collection.
Visa, Mastercard, American Express,
As with most bookstores, Borders
Discover, personal checks from all has large sections for Literature,
fifty states and cash) and I have no Mystery and Science Fiction/Fanidea where to tasy. What sepabegin. In thepast
rates Borders from
when I've wanthe average store
dered into the
is its diversity
two bookstores
within these areas
in Tacoma with
and its Gay Male,
any semblance
LesbianLiterature
of ambiance (Book Feire and Puget and African American Literature
Sound's) I've always left disapsections.
pointed in my wanderings.
As you enter the store, the PeriAll this changed in April of 1994 odical section welcomes you with its
when Borders Books and Music quantity and rarity of its titles. Sure,
opened. Even if Borders Books and there's the British, Italian, AustraMusic didn't have a monthly poetry lian and French issues of Vogue and
readings by local writers (anybody GQ, but also quirky European titles
can read, especially Puget Sound of L'Europea, and Bunte; there's
students), wasn't going to have Amy body art magazines and bride magaTan visit on October third, didn't zines; magazines dedicated to monhave an espresso bar with tasty pastster trucks, skiers, bikers, climbers,
ries and coffee, and didn't have a beilths,news,gonip, innuendo...
music store with one of the larger can also get papers from Cairo, the
collections of Jazz, Blues, Local! Netherlands, Germany, France, Los
Import, Classical, and Reggae mu- Angeles, San Francisco, Israel, Swesic; it would still be worth visiting den, London and various other counfor its diverse book collection.
tries and states.
I love bookstores, and I was imThe literature section begins with
pressed by Borders, but I don't re- large print books and un-translated
ally love everything about it. Bor- literature for all you searching for
ders feels like a marketing test tube original Phedrè's or Faust'sand then
where if the quirky titles don't sell turns into the Gay Male, Lesbian
then they'll be replaced with ones Literature and Critical Studies secthat do. Most of the employees are tions. Around the corner is the Afrinot wann souls brightening your day, can/American literature section
and the atmosphere, while comfort- which marks the beginning of the

But that's just the
first floor...

MORE MAGAZINES THAN YOU CAN SHAKE A STICK AT. Borders
huge selection of literary materials.

serpentine section of general Literature with Poetry and Mystery intertwined between. All this is
bookendedby aTheater/Dramasection which turns into a Media/Film
and then the small, but fascinating,
Video section.
The choices are endless! There's
also a section of Computers, Business, and Science books. Topics
like Reference, Art and Crafts, and
Antiques are covered. Smack in the
middle of the store lies the Science
Fiction/Fantasy/Graphic Novel/
Comic Book section, and the books
on Sports, Health, and Medicine.
But that's just the first floor. Step
up the stairs or take the elevator to
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School is hard enough!

Protect your feet from cold,
hard dorm floors with
soft, luxurious carpet. For all your
carpet, remnants and area rug needs
see us at:

CARPET

HWY. 512

4

•'U'

;

10908 66th Ave E.
PUYALLUP

the second floor (the whole story is
handicap accessible) to the Music
section. The music store is nice if
you want to do one-stop shopping
because Borders tries hard to stock
an eclectic collection. So ask if you
can't fmd the CD you're searching
for; or look harder, it's probably
there. There's also a novel computer
searchprograni to help inyoursearch
for the work of a particular artist or
type of music.
When you step out of the music
store, thechildren's store greets you.
It's a very attractive and well-laid
out space with sections corresponding to the adult's store, but with a
reading area and toys splayed about.

The rest of the upstairs contan
books on more adult concerns: Ps\ chology/Seif Help, Social Studi
Religion and Metaphysics, Weste
Philosophy, History, Performi
Arts, Games and Hobbies, Parentii
and Gender Studies to name a fe
Within its myriad sections, Bo
ders carries a vast number of titic
The impressive Drama[Fheater se
tion which spans three seven fo
high book cases along with an adj
cent Poetry section which is unr
valed outside of Seattle. The Ps
chology and Social Science sectioi
are intimidating to the uninitiaL
but includes a sizah
(Erotica also) section.

TURN YOUR SPARE
TIME INTO CASH!!!
Help Wanted: Part-Time Tellers
U.S. Bank is seeking part-time Tellers for locations
throughout the PierceCounty area. Schedules will
be approximately 15 hours per week and may include Saturdays.
To qualify, you'll need a strong dedication to customer
service and 1-2 years of cash handling experience.
Teller experience is desired.
HIRING RANGE: $6.45-$9.00 per hour, depending
on experience.
Please send a cover letter and resume to U.S. Bank,
Human Resources, P0 Box 720, Seattle, WA 98111
or stop by any branch and apply within.
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8:00

10:04)
11:00
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Jason

Brad

Dawn Barton

Trevor Will

Justin Miller

Ryan Hirschberg

0
Jared Leising

Adam Gehrke

Karin Kilkenny

PETER

Greg

Paul Churchill

Eric Bacher

Tom Mavroudis

filLernauve
Lisa Traxier

Kin Hylbak

Keith Hirata

Rd#
DONOVAN WARL

Nate Merseth & Richard
Randall
JEFF PRANBKY

BRADY SANNO

45:00

I

Josh Fulghum & Aadip Desai

3:00
4:00

Matt Phinney

Robert McCool

1:00
2:00

Galvin Guerrero

Jar,a iMu,grov. & Aari,m
Cummin9s

Drew Brown

Mike Tiemey & J. Matt Bell

1:00

Todd Miller & Erik
Wegscheider
Dave Kerlin

8:00

I

Michael Cole

Wurst Show on Radio

Andrew Garabedian

Wayne Storer

Todd Starkweather

Geoff Bonar

MICHELLE PARRI1
BEAN FRESro!I

):00
10:00

N,l. wilnaim

Chris Lai & Michael Lindsay

11:00

13sth l3yzMkw

Cassandra Dempsey & Heidi
Steigman

,4thInIRtlt

Lcra Ramuy 1 Joshua
134ck1.

1:00
200

Sundown Stauffer
David Hill

UUUse

Brace Hoyolen
Erika Gebow & Jodie Johnson

10:30 MIKE

Cod

PAYTON RAYMOII
BRIAN DAVISI

Josh Billstein & Troy White

uetter tnen d DdflUer in ycur pj
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UUIPS Fdll Schedule 1

fl

Sunday.
Reggae & World Music
8:00 am to 4:00 pm

Jazz & Blues
4:00 pm to 3:00 am

f4onday.
Alternative
8:00am to 3:00am

Tuesday.
Alternative
8:00 am to 3:00 am

JESSICA XRAMER &
MANDEE
APPMEYER

Calvin

Wednesday
Alternative
8:00 am to 3:00 am

CIc sock
JOLENE Juxo

Thursday
Alternative

Spencer

8:00 am to Noon

BARRY Coovni C

Anm*x DYKSThA

Rap & R&B

Reggãg anC gp/

Noon to 3:00am

Friday
Classic Rock
8:00am to 10:00am
Rap & R&B
10:00am to 3:00am

Meelinzy

BEN

Saturday
Reggae & World Music

Ausox DELACRUZ

8:00 am to 6:00 pm

Metal
6:00 pmto 3:00am

Lee 0.

Josx Onioxis
ROBANNE FI.ORES

ROBERT HAVELAND &
JAMES CONOVER

tj

tiig

LAWHENCE DAVIS
HEIDI STEICMANN & BRENT
STEINER
BRIAN VESCOV
GARTH SAYLOR & DON

U21
KENETH JACSDN C
JASON ONE

RICEL ROSS & COLLEEN
JENKINS

nts
-Anonymous KUPS DJ
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Women's soccer topples 5th ranked Seattle U

N

Loggers stun Chieftains for
third straight win at home
BY JAY ARTHUR

Staff Writer

C
0
0

C

w
JUNIOR HOLLY KARJCI evades two Linfield defenders. She had the assist in a crucial goal in the
Loggers' 2-0 vIctory over the Wildcats.

The Logger women's soccer
team should play all their games
at home. After opening 0-4 on
the road to start the season, Puget
Sound has won three in a row in
the friendly confines of Baker
Stadium including a spectacular
2-1 victory over fifth ranked Seattle University on Tuesday.
The goals against the Chieftains were scored by Amanda
Olney, the Puget Sound Athlete
of, the Week, and Cassie Hughes.
Goalkeeper Jennifer Mark turned
away five Chieftain shots.
Olney also scored two goals in
Puget Sound's 3-1 Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference win
over Western Washington University on Sunday, and Amy
Brenner and Jamie Tilotta each

scored a goal for the Loggers in
the 2-0 defeat of Linfield College
on Saturday. Those two victories
marked the first and second wins
of the season for the Loggers.
Olney, a senior midfielder from
Enumclaw, scored the Loggers'
first two goals against Western.
Brenner, a senior midfielder from
Lakewood, CO, opened the Logger scoring against the Wildcats
in the 28th minute with a goal
assisted by Jamie Tilotta. Tilotta
also contributed a goal in the 70th
minute to seal the victory against
Linfield, and had the gameclincher against Western.
The Loggers, now 3-4 overall,
outshot the Wildcats 13-3 and
the Vikings 25-11. Puget Sound
goal-keeper Jennifer Mark had
three saves against Linfield and
came up with nine more against
Western.

Late touchdown sooils coach's ebut
"Big plays"
Southern

BY STEPHEN R. STONE
Staff Writer
The Logger football team accomplished their two goals going
into Saturday's game with Southern Oregon State College. Unfortunately, a spectacular catch by the
Raiders Nathan Hamilton with 35
seconds left in the game broke a 1515 tie and handed Southern Oregon
the victory in the season opener for
both teams.
"Our goals going in were to play
hard for a full sixty minutes and to
put ourselves in position to win in
the fourth quarter," said Logger
head coach Gordon Elliott. "We
accomplished both of those goals
against a good football team. Their

guy just made a great catch at the
end."
Southern Oregon opened the
scoring in the second quarter on an
85 yard touchdown pass, the 15th
longest in league history, to give
them the halftime lead 7-0.
The Loggers took the lead in the
third quarter when quarterback
Chris Schlecht hit his tight end Zale
Crawford on a twenty-one yard
touchdown pass capped by a two
point conversion toss from Schlecht
to running back Greg Lockett.
The two teams traded touchdowns in the fourth quarter. First,
Southern Oregon quarterback Chad
Guthrie scored from two yards out
on a keeper. The Raiders made good
on the two point conversion for a
15-8 lead.
That lead was quickly erased
when Logger running back Bryan
Davis capped a Puget Sound drive
with a 2 yard run of his own to tie
the score at fifteen.
The score remained that way until
Guthrie hit Hamilton with a forty

September 22, 1994

two yard bomb with just 35 seconds remaining to cap a lOplay, 68
yard drive and a Southern Oregon
victory.
The loss extended Puget Sounds

winless streak to 12, the longest in
the Columbia Football Association,
dating back to the 1992 season. The
Loggers defeated Whitworth late
that year.

Despite the loss, it was a much
improved team that took the field
Saturday when compared with last
see FOOTBALL page 15

•

THIS

....

X.

• Men's Soccer at Idaho Tournament, Nampa, Idaho
• Volleyball at George Fox Tournament, Newberg, OR

'Football vs. Lewis & Clark College, Baker Stadium,1:30pm
•Women's Soccer vs. Whitworth, TCC, 10:00am
• Cross Country Habitat Run, Pt. Defiance

•Women's Soccer at Willamette University, Salem, OR, 1:30pm

Amanda Olney Women's Soccer

NNW

A senior from Enumdaw, Washington, who scored two
goals in the Loggers' defeat of Western Washington, was
named the Dande Trophy Company/Puget Sound Athlete of the Week. The women's soccer team took advantage
of Baker Stadium this weekend with two victories. Ohiey's
two goals gave the Loggers their first win in the newly
established PNWAC. Olney also had one goal against fifth
ranked Seattle University on Tuesday.

Wdve just made this 6 -pound computer
even eas--terto pickup,
1

•

(Buy one now, and we'll throw in all this software to help you power through college)
___ %1IIur''

\

CZ

'
• •

•

'•\

A4bfe PourBook 150 41120

bPB*z th r

When you weigh the options, it's quite possibly the best deal available for college students.
For a limited time, buy a select Apple PowerBook at a special student price and get a unique
new student software set available only from Apple. It's all the software you're likely to need to
breeze through college. You'll get software that takes you through every aspect of writing
papers, the only personal organizer/calendar created for your student lifestyle and the Internet

S

•:-•

Companion to help you tap into online research resources. Plus Claris'örks, an integrated
package with a word processor, database, spreadsheet and more. All with the portable cornputer you can use anytime, anywhere you happen to be. Apple PowerBook. And now, with
an Apple Computer Loan, you can own one for less than a dollar a day
It's the power no student should be without. The power to be your best

For more information
contact the Bookstore
756-3606

Qffer e0res October 17, 1994; ai1abk only while supp1ii last. ©I994AppIe Compuler, Inc. All tights reried. Apple theApple logo, PowerBook and Thepou.r to beur bt"are regzsleredtrademarks ofApple Computer, Inc Clar,Works isa regsle,4frademark of
Claris Coporatwn. A0 estimate basedon an Apple Compuler loan of$1,392. l7for the PowerBook 150 shown above. Prices and loan am0110ls are sub/ed to cbange alhoul notice. See)ourApple Campus Reseller or represenlalitofor current syslem/.'rice.c. A 5.5% loan
originalionfee will be addedlo the rajueoledloan amounl. The thleresl rat, is variable, basedon the commercialpaper raleplus 535% For the month ofAugu.ct 1994, the inlereol rate was 10. 10%, with an APR ofIl.36% 8-oar loan lain zojib no prepaymeol penally.
The monthly payment shown assumes no deferment ofprinclyal or internS. Students may defer principal payments up to 4years, or until graduation. Deferment will change your monthly payments. The 4ople Computer Loan
it subj& to credit approvaL

1
1
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Men's soccerfalisto Simon Fraser
BY STEPHEN R. STONE
Staff Writer

I

The Puget Sound men's soccer
team was unable to hold on to an
early 1-0 lead andfell 3-1 to Simon
Fraser University on Saturday in
Burnaby, British Columbia, in a
Pacific Northwest Athletic Conference Game. Puget Sound's Joe
Campbell scored the first goal of
the match at the 29th minute with
an assist from Jason McGibbon,

but the Clan came back in the second half with three quick goals at
the 64th, 69th, and 77th minutes of
play.
The Clan outshot the Loggers 72 on the afternoon. Puget Sound's
Benjy Meyers collectedthree saves
in his first appearance of the season.
"We played pretty well, but we
made some mistakes and are going
through a period with some of our
better players banged up," said head

coach Bryce Olney. "That combination against a team the caliber of
Simon Fraser is not a good sign."
Simon Fraser, the sixth ranked
team in the NAJA in last weeks
national rankings, improved their
record to 4-0-1. The Loggers fell to
4-3 overall and 0-2 in PNWAC
play.
Puget Sound's next action will
be at the Idaho Tournament in
Nampa on Saturday, where they
will play through until Monday.
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Goals: UPS—Campbell (29:00, McGibbon assist); SFU - French (64:00), Elligott
(69:00), Holmes (77:00). Shots on Goal: UPS 2, SFU 7. Saves: (Meyers) 3, SFU
(Smiley) 1. Corner kicks: UPS 2, SRi 6. Fouls: UPS 14, SRi 7.

Women's Soccer Box Scores
1st
0
1

Linfield
PugetSound

2nd
0
1

Final
0
2

Goals: UPS—Brenner (28:00, Tilotta assist), Tiotta (70:00). Saves: UPS (Mark)
3, Linfield (Heath) 5. Shots on Goal: UPS 13, Linfield 3. Fouls: UPS 6, Linfield
5. Corner kicks: UPS 7, Linfield 1.

.

HOLLY KREJCI AND CHRIST1 RUPPE out Jump a Linfleld dofender. The Loggers went 3-0 In their recent home stand.

1st
0
2

Western Wash.
Puget Sound

.•
..:•• .
. . J'it the LA)cer athIetc
.. . :
department vry Tuesday at noon in Sub
::

101 Hear reports on the Jatl m Logger uttktcs from coach and
'tu&nt 'ithletes. f3mg yQilt own lurid L tz,g-r lunchgreat wa
get to know tlte p'e0pI mvh*ed rnthe Logger spoils prorarn and to
shc>w yow'suppeetJonnsiettTusday'

2nd
1
1

Final
1
3

Goals UPS—Olney 2(2 00,41 00), Tiolotta (46 00, Krejci assist), WWU—Millar
(85 29) Saves UPS (Mark) 9, WWU (Trunkey) 11 Fouls UPS 16, WWU 18
Corner kicks WWU 6, UPS 4

.
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call: 1-800-KAP-TEST for
classes on campus at UPS
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63 BEERS ON DRAUGHT
MONDO MANIA
TUESDAY
£RY TUESDAY THE ALE
HOUSE WILL HAVE ALL
THE MICROBRLWERY AND
SSAO +TAX
IMPORTED DRAUGHT BEER
5 PM - CLOSING
ON
MONDO
SPECIAL
TO GO S .25 EXTRA
PRiCES FROM 7 PM NOT AVAIL EN DEEP DISR PIZZA CLOSJNG.
PIZZA MANIA
EVERY MONDAY
12" 3 ITEM NZZA

1A

2514 North Proctor

756-5092

Le 'iAxM

Mon-Sat: 11am to 9pm
Sun: 4pm to 9pm
Student Di!counts!
Food To Go

No MSG
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YOU CAN WIN GREAT PRIZES
DURING
SEAHAWK SUNDAYS
AND
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
STARTS SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 18 TH
ORDER
ALL YOUR

PARTY KEGS
AT THE ALE HOUSE

FOOTBALL from page 13

years squad. The most obvious improvement was on defense, where
last year the Loggers could hardly
even slow down their opponents offenses on their marches to the end
zone. Saturday, the defense held
Southern Oregon, a powerful runfling team, to under 100 yards rushing. The Raiders attempted 13 third
down conversions, and were only
successful twice. The Logger defense also forced five turnovers, picking off two passes and recovering
three fumbles. Senior defens ive back
James Ward, who recovered one of
the fumbles, also tied for the team
lead with five tackles.
Offensively, the Logger passing
attack, led by Schlecht and wide
receiver Aaron Foster, was also very
impressive. Schlecht was 32-59 for
303 yards, ranking him fifth in the
nation in passing and third for total
offense. The 59 attempts broke the

S

#

-

-----

"Our goals going in
were to play hard for
a full sixty minutes
and to put ourselves
in position to win in
the fourth quarter."
Gordon Elliott
Logger record set in 1985. Foster
caught eleven passes for 103 yards,
placing him third in the NAIA in
receiving after the first week of action. The Loggers rank seventh in
the nation as a team in passing.
The rushing attack is a different
story, however, where Puget Sound
managed just 64 yards as a team.
Schlecht led the team with 36 yards
on the ground, and running back
Greg Lockett managed 28 yards on
11 carries.
Despite the improved play, the
Loggers still fell victim to the big
plays that killed them all last season.
"We will have to work to eliminate the big plays," said coach Elliott.
"Other than the two big plays by
Southern Oregon, we played very
consistent defense."
The Loggers will look for their
first victory of the season when they
open their home slate this Saturday
at Baker Stadium at 1:30p.m. against
the Lewis and Clark College Pioneers.
Notes—With the loss of four
year starter Todd Cooley tograduation, the punting duties now fail
on Steve Turella. After one game,
Turella has eight kicks for a 39.38
yard average .... Liam Olsen received some rare recognition as
the offensive lineman was selected
as the first Flakey Jake's Football
Player of the Week for his performance in the 95 degree heat in
Medford, OR. His man never
touched Schlecht .... The Loggers
next opponent, Lewis & Clark,
will come to Baker Stadium with a
0-1 record of their own after the
Pioneers were blown out 50-19 by
Whitworth Coilege In Portland last
weekend .... The Loggers lead the
series with the Pioneers 74.

Whether you're an undergraduate
or graduate student, Citibank has
a student loan to meet your needs.

• No payments while you are in school

If you're short on funds this semester, you're not

• Monthly payments as low as $50

alone. During the 30 years we've been in the student

• Low interest rates
• Loans for students of all incomes

• No penalty for early repayment

loan business, students have often told us that they
• You don't have to be a current Citibank customer

need extra money during the course of the semester

to qualify!

to pay for tuition, books, and other expenses. If this
sounds familiar, you can count on Citibank, the nation's

The faster you respond, the faster we can get you the

Number One student loan lender, to provide you with

funds you need. Or call us at 1-800-692-8200,

the best financial aid products and services with these

ext. 610. Call today, and we'll get an application out to

important benefits:

you the next business day!

Yes 1
.

I

I need a student loan now!
Send me more information and an application for the following Citibank student loans:

El All Federal Stafford Loans

El Federal PLUS Loan

(for undergraduate and graduate students)

(for parents of dependent students only)

SOCIAL SECURITY

609 8/94
L ____________

Field of interest

ADDRESS

NAME
CITY

El Citibank Graduate Loans

STATE

APT
ZIP

TELEPHONE

YOU ARE CURRENTLY: J AN UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT J A GRADUATE STUDENT

YEAR OF GRADUATION

CITIBAN<40 i

Rochester, NY 14692-7085
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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North and Dole: College is not just
partners in crime classes anymore
The Virginia
Senate race
embarrasses
the nation
BY TODD STARKWEATHER
Opinions Editor
Yes, that's OliverNorth. Thesame
Oliver North from the Reagan years
who misled Congress. The same
Oliver North who became a symbol
of the corrupt politics of the 1980s.
That's him airight. He is the Republican nominee for Virginia's Senatorial position. It is a bit hard to
believe. You might have to clear
your eyes andre-read theprinton the
daily papers two or three times, but
don'tbefooled. OliverL. Northcould
very well be a Senator next year.
That would put him in the company
of Congresspersons whom he misled during the Iran-Contra hearings
in 1986.
After one fmally recovers from
the initial discovery, the immediate
question is "How?" How does a man
with a devious and scandal ridden
past come to the brink of being
elected Senator? North hasn't covered up his scandalous past. His involvement in Iran-Contra was known
to Americans nearly a decade ago.
And, I don't think it very likely that
the only Americans who didn't know
about North all resided in Virginia.
Every Republican voter knew
about North's past and yet he still
won his party's primary. That's the
scaly part. If the voters hadn't known,
they could at least be excused. But
they, along with North, have become accomplices in one of the biggest travesties in American politics
of the Nineties.
One would think that any incumbent would have an easy time defeating Mr. North. Unfortunately,
the incumbent, Democrat Charles S.
Robb, also has a blotched history.
Here is a man who once described
his extra-marital affairs as "socialization unbecoming to a married
man." Robb's chances for re-election have increased, however, since
former Virginia Governor Douglas
Wilder decided not to run as an independent. Wilder would have pulled
a big chunk of the democratic vote
away from Robb.
One would also think that the Republican party, on the verge of overtaking the Democrats and controlling both houses of Congress for the
first time since the 1950s, would try
to steer clear of this obscene mess
and keep their hands as clean as
possible. Conventional wisdom
would assert that with Clinton sagging in the public eye and the Republicans gaining seats in Congress
that the Republican party wouldn't
need North. The Republican Party,
however, does not think with conventional wisdom. They can think of
only one thing: the number seven. It

might as well be etched onto the
forehead of every Republican
ton Seven is the number of seats the
Republicans need to gain control of
the Senate.
It appears that the Republicans
will do almost anything to gain those
seven seats. Even if that means supporting the likes of an Oliver North.
Last week, Senate Minority Leader
Bob Dole took a quick jaunt down
from the Capital to Virginia to do
some campaigning for the man he
once described as a "loose cannon."
Bob Dole was campaigning for
North because, as he said, North
wouldhelp the Republicans win control of the Senate. That would mean
that Dole would be introduced and
addressed as "Senate Majority
Leader" instead of "Senate Minority
Leader." Are Dole and the Republicans really so power hungry that
they would risk their reputation by
endorsing North.
Dole and North even sunk so low
as to fling unflattering remarks at
Virginia's other Senator, Republican John W. Warner. Warner's
crime: Instead of supporting North,
he is throwing his support behind J.
Marshall Coleman, a Republican
running as an independent.
Coleman's crime: He does not pose
as much of a threat to unseat Robb.
This makes Coleman unattractive to
the likes of Dole, who had met with
him earlier in the summer.
Dole chose prospective power
over integrity and respect when he
chose to endorse North instead of
Coleman. Warner made the opposite choice, even though it could hurt
him in inter-p arty politics later down
the road. At least one Senator had
enough courage to stand behind his
convictions.
While Mr. North could very well
become a Senator and Dole might
get his wish to rule the Senate as
majority leader, Dole should think
of the repercussions this might have
on his future political career. Dole
might be injuring himself fora 1996
presidential run. Dole is setting himself up for attacks by President
Clinton and any moderate Republican challengers. (Although Clinton
doesn't help his cause by camp aigning for Robb.)
Dole's position reflects the position of the Republican party. They
are caught wanting everything all at
once. Yet immediate power and gratification might sift through their fingers in two years and they could be
left holding less than they do now.
But, I could be wrong. I could be
severely overestimating the integrity and intelligence of the American
voter. People could actually approve
of North as a Senator and praise
Dole for supporting him. Scary
thought, yes. But, then again, Marion
Bany will be the Mayor of Washington, D.C. once more.
It is a sad commentary on current
politics and American life when
people like North and Barry are deifled for committing past evils.
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Stop for a moment. Wherever you are, look around you. What do
you see? Do you see other students, some racing to class, others
meandering through the SUB? Do you see professors? The Starbucks
espresso line growing to immense lengths? Or maybe you see the
inside of your dorm room or apartment? Or a close-up of your friend's
face wondering what the hell you are doing?
Assess your situation and then think for a moment. Now try to
answer the following question:
Why are you here?
Why are you attending college, not specifically UPS, but COLLEGE in general? For some reason you chose to continue your
education beyond high
school and now you are
here But why?

editorial

who or as 'w
our contemporaries may
have us believe that all college consists of is studying. . . classes.
homework.. . bettering oneself through scholarly knowledge. But
honestly, do you believe that that is all college is? Do you even want
to believe that?
Of course college is not only learning in a book sense. College is so
muchmore. Many "non-collegiates" often forget just how much more
is involved in becoming "educated" and in attending "college." One
way of understanding the term "education" is to break it down into two
parts. First there is education in the most bookish sense: learning by
studying things past and present. Building one's mind through written
knowledge and the knowledge of others before us. Comprehending
the past to understand the future. Reading books, discussing text,
conducting experiments, formulating opinions, re-writing, re-vising
and understanding.
Then there's education in a
Then there's educamore general sense: learnmg
through experience. Discovering
tion in a more genby living, formulating opinions
eral sense learning
and comprehending life by
breathing and doing and failing
r;nUI! U UI I L.ApL.I ILI Lt....
and succeeding. Learning by being.
Discovering by living,
Now with those two interpreformulating opinions
tations of the term education in
mind, think again of why you are
and comprehending
here.
Of course the reason why one
life by breathing and
attends college is to learn, perdoing and failing and
haps even to prepare for a specific career if one is certain of
succeeding. Learning
what one wants to do with the
rest of life. However, the most
by being.
beneficial college experience is
a complementary balance between these two ideas of education, and
not an over-indulgence of one or the other.
While college consists of classes, books, professors, papers, tests
and tons ofreading —bettering oneselfthrough scholarly knowledge
- college also consists of living on one's own (perhaps for the first
time), responsibility, keeping friendships, making decisions and
living with the consequences, parties, staying up late, beer, reassessing one's values, discovering one's strengths and wealcnesses, sex,
world problems, personal problems, realizing, perhaps for the first
time, that the world doesn't revolve around you, being reminded of
your inner-self, your personal faith, opening your mind to others,
developing and/or reassessing morals, developing into one's Self.
In a lot less words, along with the books and class schedules,
college is also about learning to live and to live with oneself.
Past andpresent ASUPS leaders have often used the slogan "Don't
let your education interfere with your education" in speeches of
inspiration to the student body. Any other words could not make the
point more clear. Focusing too hard on only one aspect of a college
education, you will miss out on receiving a complete education. A
"liberal arts" school is a great starting block for a "well-rounded"
education, but any university, really, could provide you with a wellrounded "life education."
Books are only made up of words that you must formulate and
rationalize in your own mind. So are fraternity parties. Classes are
only there to help you come to your own conclusions. So is staying
up late discussing the origin of life with your dorm-room neighbors.
There is so much more to college than class. And when you think
about it, that probably has a lot to do with why you decided to be here
in the first place.
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CIA: Operation exua iscrimination
BY ZOE GOLLOGLY
& KAThLEEN ODELL
Contributing Editors
The United States Central Intelligence Agency—nearly everyone has
heard of it. The CIA is famous for
conducting undercover operations
and secret missions all over the world.
The CIA is directly responsible for
advising President Clinton and The
National Security Council on international developments, conducting
research and, most notably. espionage. Secrets.
Unfortunately, Soviet military
plans and German communist uprisings are not the only nasty secrets
kept by this agency of our government.
. the PhilEnter Janine Brookner. In
ippines in the 1970s she infiltrated
the Communist Party. Soon after,
she recruited a Venezuelan Soviet
agent to work for the U.S. She was
the CIA's station chief in Jamaica
from 1989 to 1991. Though no action was taken, Brookner also reported the professional transgressions of Aldrich H. Ames in 1984. In
1985, Ames began spying for the
Soviet Union. Janine Brookner is
..

letter
ectitor
The musings of
Thomas Paine and
Dan Quayle
On September 8, I had been reading some of Thomas Paine's political writings. On the same day, I
came home for lunch to find Dan
Quayle preaching on CNN. They
say that great ideas prove their greatness by standing the test of time.
Well, this maxim rang true on that
day as I mused over the ironically
didactic parallels between Paine's
critique of the British government
and society, and the present state of
American politics. With that song
running through my head, I took
some pain and much pleasure to tran-

clearly a resourceful and effective
spy. Co-workers and supervisors
have repeatedly used terms like "superb" and "top-notch" when describing Brookner's contributions to the
agency. Until recently, she was regarded as one of the most effective
agents on the payroll.
Today, Janine Brookner's career

An aggressive and
successful woman
fighting her way
into a male dominated field. The
dilemma of our
decade.
is essentially over. Agency officials
call her "a drunken, sexual temptress." This opinion, though not
shared by her friends or colleagues,
has destroyed her record. A long
time officer wishing to remain anony mous said, "I've known her personally, professionally and socially for
scribe some of Paine's brilliantpages
into a modern context. In more banal
terms, I turned a few of Paine's statements into a contemporary "Mad
Lib" script. Here are a few of the
sentences I came up with.
"[American politics] is so exceedingly complex that the nation may
suffer for years together without
being able to discover in which part
the fault lies; some will say in one
and some in another, and every political physician will advise a differentmedicine. " (Common Sense) Partisan politics anyone?
"Selected from the rest of mankind, their minds are early poisoned
by importance; and the world they
act in differs so materially from the
world at large that they have but
little opportunity of knowing its true
interest, and when they succeed to
the government are frequently the
most ignorant and unfit of any
throughout the dominions."
"There is something exceedingly
ridiculous in the composition of
[American technocratic and bureaucratic government]; it first excludes
[a clear]
[the legislator] from
means of information, yet empow-

26 years. She has no problem with
substance abuse of any kind. She is
a very conservative person socially.
She is the ultimate professional. She
is and was one of the best case officers I've ever known, and I've known
lots of them all of them men."
All of them men. Interesting, isn't
it, that this agent being lambasted by
criticism is one of the very few successful females in the Agency?
Examination of a few key factors
reveals a pattern. Brookner's acclaim
headed downhill soon after she was
offered the job of station chief in
Prague in April, 1991. The offer was
later revoked when her deputy-to-be
flatly refused to work for a woman.
Her colleagues say her official complaints about the affair were "career
suicide." The official end of
Brookner's advancement and popularity came when she reported that
her deputy station chief in Jamaica
was beating his wife. He retaliated
by calling her a "hard drinking
hussy," and the agency's inspector
general and top mangers believed
him. Her deputy. An agent of lower
rank and less experience. A male
agent.
Six of Brookner's fellow spies
-

ers him to act in cases where the
highest judgment is required. The
state of [an alienated electorate] shuts
[the legislator] from the world, yet
the business of [government] requires [a legislator] to know it thoroughly; wherefore the different parts,
by unnaturally opposing and destroying each other, prove the whole character to be absurd and useless."
"The prejudice of [Americans] in
favor of their own government.
arises as much or more from national pride than reason." Have you
met the reincarnation of Joseph
McCarthy?! 1:30 p.m. every weeknight on Fox.
So before any sophistic ideologue
digs into the roots of the American
political tradition to find rhetorical
buttons for stimulating patriotism, I
ask him to evaluate his own commitment to (some of) the principles laid
down by the founding fathers. As for
Dan Quayle, 1 advise him to re-read
Tom Paine and I implore him to read
some Emile Durkheim and a little
Friedrich Nietzche, for it seems he
has fallen prostrate to Machiavelli.

call Brookner's story "a case study
in male chauvinism at the CIA."
An aggressive and successful
woman fighting her way into a male
dominated field. The dilemma of
our decade. In this case, not proceeding the way we would expect.
In 1961, the CIA sponsored the
catastrophic Bay of Pigs invasion.
CIA agent E. Howard Hunt directed
the Watergate burglary in 1972. Today, when women are finally achieving professional respect and overcoming centuries of oppression, the
CIA fails again. Janine Brookner, a
successful agent, is being destroyed
on the basis of gender. It sounds like
a horror story from the 1950s, but in
fact Brookner's suit against the
agency is in court TODAY.
Probably, as with most government "un-niceties" the CIA will attempt to settle with Ms. Brookner
out of court to avoid harmful publicity. Perhaps they will threaten her,

suggest she do some filing in the
Philippines—they are after all the
most powerful force in the undercover world. The public, the civilians. we never know what really
goes on.
Today, Haiti is the innocent pawn.
Politicians debate Clinton's logicso do we. In fact, we believe that the
platforms arguing human rights and
democracy serve as well constructed
smoke screens for the real issue at
hand. It's no secret that the CIA is
intimately involved with the Haitian
affair. Nor is it a secret that Janine
Brookner, possibily the best spy in
the country, sits discussing unfounded accusations with lawyers
and officials.
This case will be buried in technical litigation. We plan to keep this
campus informed. Please send any
information to the Trail.
..

(information was compiled from
The New York Times)

The Traifs Politician,
of the Week is...

Strobe Talbott
Deputy Secretary of State
As second in command at the State Department, Mr. Talbott is widely expected to succeed
current Secretary of State Warren Christopher
when the appropriate time arrives. He has been
described as "part of the honest foreign policy
tradition that began with Elihu Root and Henry
Stimson, and runs through Paul Nitze and Cyrus
Vance." In his long and distinguihed career, Talbott
has published three well respected books on arms
control and the cold war: Endgame Deadly Gambits and At the Highest Levels. In a 1981 article
written for Time, he called the idea of Israel's
strategic value a "delusion." During his Senate
confirmation hearings he retracted that statement.
,

. . .

(compiled from The New Republic)

Galvin Guerrero
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What is the
strangest dream
you ever had?

CD

"I was running through my
high school cafeteria and
was electrocuted, but I
woke up before I died."
—Kristina Schneider
sophomore

"I was in the Alps, sliding
down the mountain in a
snow suit (but I wasn't
alone). Dan Rather and I
were in snow suits."
—Jesse Ryan
senior

"I was riding on an ostrich
across India and there
were rivers everywhere
with really big fish."
—David Griffith
freshman

"I was on a roller-coaster
and when Igot off/went to
Dunkin Doughnuts, only
they were serving KFC."
—James Conover
freshman
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A modest commentary about Yugoslavia
BY R. WILLIAM SCRANTON
Staff Writer
A long time ago, in a different
world, there existed a thing called
communism. It ruled half of the world
with an iron fist, squeezing out the
blood and life of its poor people,
suppressing thought and freedom,
and threatening to conquer the world.
Thankfully, our great nation, our
solid, healthy democracy stood
against this evil. Our nation never
suppressed ideas, never violated our
citizens' rights and was never aplace
of danger or aggression.
The leaders of our wonderful nation led a cold war against Communism for half a century. Our leaders
were more intelligent, more popular, and more righteous than any of
their's, and they soon led our nation
to victory, when the leader of the
Communist evil, the Union of the
Soviet Socialist Republics, shattered
and took the rest of the evil with it. A
few exceptions exist, of course, the
polluted, poor island of Cuba being
the most notable.
With the crash of Communism,
there came a birth of Democracy,
which is the only correct type of
government. All over the globe, the
people of these nations became free
and happy as the heavy yoke of Communism was removed. Even insignificant places, tiny places, were
freed, like Yugoslavia.
That word belongs in the past,
doesn't it? Yugoslavia no longer
exists, thanks to the power and grace
of cold war strategy. Where once
diverse people had to work in government jobs, live in poor conditions, and exist side-by-side, they
are now free. Freedom has come to
Yugoslavia. Wonderful opportunities await the people of the Balkans,
opportunities for personal achievement, political involvement and
democratic leadership.
Many new countries have formed
from the ashes of the once unified
Yugoslavia. Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Croatia, Slovenia and Macedonia are
all happy, contented countries where
the poor people are without want
and without strife. They are this way

because the people, under the firm
leadership of their democratically
elected leaders, have divided their
former nation into a mass of ethnic
groups.
Naturally, the proper path of Democracy is to divide one people into
several cultural fragments, black and
white, Croatian and Serbian, French
and English, North and South.
Croatians no longer have to live with
Slovenians. They are no longer
forced to put aside their differences
in order to attain a higher goal. Now
they are free to develop their own
interests and goals, without a stifling
higher authority to unify them.
Their leaders are, of course, good
and righteous people. They are the
elected leaders of freed people.
Elected leaders never betray their
constituents, for they represent the
wishes of the citizens. Peace is the
integral element of these democracies.
Naturally, given the choice, all
good citizens would choose peace
over war, and they would never
blame an ethnic or cultural minority
for minor setbacks like economic
depression, 1000 percent inflation,
imposed arms embargoes or foreign
troops on their land. In democracies,
people are peaceful. In democracies,
people are good. The elected leaders
represent this goodness and peacefulness. There only ambition is to
serve their country. Otherwise, the
clever and discerning voter would
easily see them for what they are and
vote for the better person.
Unfortunately, as peace almost
envelops the weary Balkans, one
man has appeared like a lion among
the lambs. Slobodan Milosevic, a
vile and evil dictator, a former communist, rules his poor Serbianpeople
mercilessly.
He is like Hitler, Stalin or Napoleon; cruel to his people, an incarnation of Satan. Like the devil, he attempts to maintain conflict in the
peace of democracy. He is, and always has been, the sole man behind
the violence that is occurring in the
Balkans. He is a monster, concerned
only with the pain of others.
Milosevic and his Nazi-like Serbian

j4'andom 7wph/s
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armies have plagued the innocent,
peaceful country of BosniaHerzegovina ruthlessly in an attempt
to re-create the evil nation of Yugoslavia, and once again force different people to live together.
Once again, our great democratic
nation comes to the rescue. Our

over and over again in places like
Nicaragua, Vietnam, Iraq and Somalia. After all, we must preserve
the rights of the Bosnians to have a
Bosnian nation; any ethnic group in
the world should have the right to the
ideal of ein yolk, eM reich, einfuhrer
(one people, one nation, one leader).

A few scraps from the notebook
ebration

of the spectacle of your

age.! am the art that will make you
bow to me!

Isn't it time we started treating
morality like the joke it is?

BY SUNDOWN STAUFFER
Staff Writer

What is it about video games that
makes them so appealing? Is it the
illusion of dépayesment they oreate? Is it their cartoony brilliance?
When I was growing up video
games were just starting Out as a
large media market. I have a really
curious nostalgia for those days of
the early '80s. In a way, the video
games with their blocky graphics,
stark black backgrounds, luminous
mysticism, desperate creativity, and
most of all, their cheapness and
abundance remind me of the early
years of cinema. I think you could
go back and find analogs to
Eiseiistein's Battleship Potemkin
and Lang's Metropolis in that pro-

fusion. Think of the dark beauty Of
Night Driver, the awesom Grecian
monster terror of Atlantis, or the
military spectacle of River Raid.

Above all the multiplicity of that
time, it was a market so energetic it
trampled lemming-like to its point
of collapse. Video games are more
precious and stately now. What they
don't have is that surprised suddenly startled into being multiplicity—that glory. The early video
games said, all art forms after me
will be multiplicitous. lam the cel-
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leader, a man of infmite wisdom and
clarity of thought, has proposed a
plan to the U.N. The plan is to allow
weapons to be sold to the Bosnian
army, so that they can push back the
evil Serbs with military might. lagree
with this idea. It is nothing new in
foreign policy, and it has worked

3

How can we understand the Nazis
if you insist on demonizing their
actions? Don't expect us to have the
same reactions. Don't you think television has formulated most of our
responses to violence? Shouldn't you
be working on eliminating eminences
like that instead of dehistoricizing
the event that characterizes the genesis of the modern age? It just seems
shoddy to cheat us out of the fruits of
a rational consideration. When you
were growing up you were ingrained
with the major historical events of
the war. It was common knowledge.
What made you decide that the history of that war was less important
than your holy paranoia of nuclear
weapons or the fear that anything
violent—that anything real—could
invade your pretty hegemony?
Let me tell you about what I like.
It's very simple. I like the things that
I always come back to. My requirements are not abstract. I celebrate
the act of sleeping. It is an archaic
art, and past its time of popularity,
but so it goes. Sleep and rest. A
lovely practice. Universal yet life
affirming. The threshold of dreaming, the prelude to all things. When
we sleep we imitate the fashion of
death. Death and sleep are linked.
Obsession aside, isn't that little death
one way of observing life? And that
siesta we take in the verdant afternoon: doesn't everything seem pos-

sible in that intake of breath? Most
of all the silence sleep affords, and
the separation from everything
around oneself, this is sublimely
enjoyable.
SUNDOWN'S PREDICTION
FOR THE NEXT MILLENIUM
Everybody will go to school in
giant humanoid robots fifty feet
tall. Violence will be a form of
amusement. Everybody will carry
around a payload of anit-aircraft
missiles and vulcan machine guns.
If someone gets hurt or dies then a
team of medical engineers will
swoop in and take the body to a lifesupport clinic. Any body parts
knocked off will be regrown there
and reattached.
Ah UPS, how can I respect you?
You shield yourself in a tawdry
coat of spray-on, east-coast, ivycovered wall. Your students are
abundantly suburban lost inPiscean
solipsisms. You divide yourself
geographically from the world of
Tacoma which may be ugly and
crime-ridden but is at least honest
and teeming with life. Your 24hour securitypatrol makes me want
to laugh. Worse yet, you've politicized your education to the point of
total stultification. I wouldn't be
one to say that education never has
agendas— it is natural for it to do
so. But "liberal arts" is a cop-out
for bland corporate meat tenderizer. Your architecture makes me
want to vomit. Your best professors have to watch what they say.
You hired a well-bred lunatic and
paid him nearly six figures annually. I appreciate my education but
I refuse to honor you.
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BY SARA LEE SILVERMAN
Solid Gold Dancer
The diehard pop-rock band The
Archies, fresh off their whirlwind
tour of Liechtenstein opening for
Toto, stopped by North Tacoma last
Saturday and performed an unforgettable two-hour set in front of a
record-setting 37 Cellar patrons.
"Thejointwas definitely hoppin',"
said Leonard Spinks, a sophomore
Cellar employee. "You get a band of
this caliber down here and ... boom!
Instant karma."
"I'm tellin' ya,, man, it was a
psychadelic experience," said Cellar sauceboy Vernon Mustafah
Mohammed. "Better than
Quadrophenia. Better than The Wall.
The Archies took it to another level."
And that they did. Taking the
stagejust after the nine o'clock hour,
frontman and bassist Archie warmly
welcomed the crowd and introduced
the other band members: Betty doing percussion, Veronica playing
keyboards, Jughead on drums, and
the well-traveled Adrian
Vandenberg, replacing the
tendonitis-ridden Reggie at lead guitar.
"What five to ten-year-old hit
would you like to hear first?" Archie
asked, adhering to the time-honored
tradition that allows comic book
bands to only play previously re-

corded material in concert. Some
scattered shouts for Martika's "Toy
Soldiers" were quickly drowned out
by an incesant chant of "Sussudio!
Sussudio! ," a huge hitforPhil Collins
back in the mid-1980s.
The hit parade continued renditions of: DeBarge's "Rhythm Of
The Night," Bon Jovi's "Livin' On
A Prayer," an acoustic version of
Baltimora's "Tarzan Boy," and a
kinder, gentler version of Billy Idol's
"Flesh For Fantasy."
"I couldn't get enough of it," reported freshman spectator Xaviera
Foreman. "So many songs, so many
sweet memories. It was like a junior
high dance revisited."
"Oh, the country line dance was a
hoot," said filth-year junior Wes
Camacho, referring to the Archies'
cover of Brooks and Dunn's "Boot
Scootin' Boogie." "Are these guys
gonna be at SPANK?"
Saturday's performance was also
a special one for English professor
Bill Lime. "I've had this wicked
obsession with Veronica for a long
time now, and I've never been
ashamed to admit it. Sure, I got
some ribbing from schoolmatesyou know, they were infatuated with
real-life entertainers, like Raquel
Welch and the Smothers Brothers. I
was different. So was my sister. She
was in love with Green Lantern."
Lime was only able to meet with

Veronica for a few minutes, where
they, according to an unidentified
source, "exchanged pleasantries and
discussed the 'Marion Barry for
Mayor of Washington D.C.' campaign."
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Next stop for The Archies is
Decorah, low a, where they will play
several outdoor weddings and the
Maize High School Homecoming
dance. "We're very excited to be
heading back to Iowa," said Archies

manager Captain Lou Albano.
"Jughead's got a decent shot at the
Intercontinental Title, and Archie's
grudge match against Hillbilly Jim
should provide for a full night of
championship wrestling."
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14 September through 21 September, 1994
15 September 8:21 a.m.
A student reported that four Irish Graziers had stolen and devoured
her pancake breakfast while she was using a Todd Hall restroom. The
student observed the Graziers scamper across Todd Field and into a
chalet. A replacement breakfast was given to the student courtesy of
Food Services.

18 September 7:17 p.m.
Security responded to a call from the Tennis Pavilion reporting two
stubborn Liverpool Whites had refused to leave their court at the
expected time of 7:00 p.m. When Security arrived, the Liverpool
Whites acquiesced and requested an escort home to Yakima.
19 September 10:43 p.m.
Security discovered an inebriated Jersey Red swimming in the
Thompson Fountain and singing Corey Hart songs. When asked if the
swim was satisfactory, the Jersey Red replied, "A day-old pastry
might mend my broken heart." Minutes later, a day-old pastry was
provided courtesy of Food Services. The pig was not wearing
sunglasses.

•Submitted and edited by Todd W. Hormel, Director of Security
Services and Conscientious Ham Objector.
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The Archies, shown here playing American Bandstand in 1971, rocked the Cellar last Saturday with
a large repertoire of classic mId-i 980s hits.

The Trails Mortician of the Week is..

Manfted

Onega

Former furniture salesman from Baton Rouge, LA
Manny Ortega is regarded by many as the nation's quickest corpse embalmer.
Credited with the funeral arrangements of many influential political minds
(namely Leonid Brezhnev and, more recently, Captain Kangaroo), Ortega, now
in his twelfth year as a mortician, has never weiched on his famous promise: "If
I botch grandpa's funeral, then grandma's on me." Manny's building lease
expires this November. Located in Baton Rouge's south side, next door to city's
Humane Society, Ortega should have no trouble renewing his lease.
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Admission
$6 w/UPS ID
$15 General
Tickets available at
Information Center
and Ticketmaster

